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Column 4--Enter on each line the number of paid hours corresponding to the amounts reported in 
column 3.  Paid hours include regular hours (including paid lunch hours), overtime hours, paid 
holiday, vacation and sick leave hours, paid time-off hours, and hours associated with severance pay. 
For Part II, lines 1 through 12 (including subscripts), lines 21 through 35 (including subscripts), and 
Part III, line 13, if the hours cannot be determined, then the associated salaries must not be included 
in columns 1 through 3 (10/97). 
 
NOTE: The hours must reflect any change reported in column 2. For employees who work a 

regular work schedule, on call hours are not to be included in the total paid hours  
overtime hours are calculated as one hour when an employee is paid time and a half.  No 
hours are required for bonus pay.  The intern and resident hours associated with the 
salaries reported on line 6 must be based on 2080 hours per year for each full time intern 
and resident employee.  The hours reported for salaried employees who are paid a fixed 
rate are recorded as 40 hours per week or the number of hours in your standard work week 
(10/97). 

 
NOTE: For workers who are contracted solely for the purpose of providing services on-call, the 

wages and associated hours must be included on the appropriate contract labor line on 
Worksheet S-3. 

 
Column 5--Enter on all lines (except lines 13 through 20) the average hourly wage resulting from 
dividing column 3 by column 4. 
 
Column 6--Enter on the appropriate lines the source used to determine the data entered in columns 1, 
2, and 4, as applicable.  If necessary, attach appropriate explanations.  This column is used to 
provide information for future reference regarding the data sources and to assist intermediaries in 
verifying the data and method used to determine the data. 
 
 
3605.3 Part III - Hospital Wage Index Summary.--This worksheet provides for the calculation of a 
hospital’s average hourly wage (without overhead allocation, occupational mix adjustment, and 
inflation adjustment) as well as analysis of the wage data. 
 
Columns 1 through 5--Follow the same instructions discussed in Part II, except for column 5, line 5. 
 
Line 1--From Part II, enter the result of line 1 minus the sum of lines 2, 3, 4.01, 5, 5.01, 6, 6.01 
(10/00), and 7 (10/97).  Add to this amount line: 22.01, 26.01 and 27.01.  (10/01/2003b) 
 
Line 2--From Part II, enter the sum of lines 8 and 8.01. 
 
Line 3--Enter the result of line 1 minus line 2. 
 
Line 4--From Part II, enter the sum of lines 9, 9.03, 10, 11, and 12 and subscripts if applicable 
(10/97). 
 
Line 5--From Part II, enter the sum of lines 13, 14, and 18.  Enter on this line in column 5 the wage-
related cost percentage computed by dividing Part III, column 3, line 5, by Part III, column 3, line 3. 
 Round the result to 2 decimal places. 
 
Line 6--Enter the sum of lines 3 through 5. 
 
Lines 7 through 12--Do not complete these lines (10/97). 
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Line 13--Enter from Part II above, the sum of lines 21 through 35, including lines 22.01, 26.01, and 
27.01.  If the hospital’s ratio for excluded area salaries to net salaries is greater than 5 percent, the 
hospital must complete all columns for this line. (See instructions in Part II, lines 21 through 35 for 
calculating the percentage.) 
 
3606. WORKSHEET S-4 - HOSPITAL-BASED HOME HEALTH AGENCY STATISTICAL 

DATA 
 
In accordance with 42 CFR 413.20(a), 42 CFR 413.24(a), and 42 CFR 413.24(c), you are required to 
maintain statistical records for proper determination of costs payable under titles V, XVIII, and XIX. 
The statistics required on this worksheet pertain to a hospital-based home health agency.  The data 
maintained is dependent upon the services provided by the agency, number of program home health 
aide hours, total agency home health aide hours, program unduplicated census count, and total 
unduplicated census count.  In addition, FTE data are required by employee staff, contracted staff, 
and total.  Complete a separate S-4 for each hospital-based home health agency. 
 
Line 1--Enter the number of hours applicable to home health aide services. 
 
Line 2--Enter the unduplicated count of all individual patients and title XVIII patients receiving 
home visits or other care provided by employees of the agency or under contracted services during 
the reporting period.  Count each individual only once.  However, because a patient may be covered 
under more than one health insurance program, the total census count (column 5, line 2) may not 
equal the sum of columns 1 through 4, line 2. For purposes of calculating the unduplicated census, if 
a beneficiary has received healthcare in more than one CBSA, you must prorate the count of that 
beneficiary so as not to exceed a total of (1).  A provider is to also query the beneficiary to determine 
if he or she has received healthcare from another provider during the year, e.g., Maine versus Florida 
for beneficiaries with seasonal residence. For cost reports that overlap October 1, 2000, subscript 
line 2 and enter the census count before October 1, 2000 on line 2 and on and after October 1, 2000 
on line 2.01.  For cost reporting periods that begin on or after October 1, 2000, no subscripting is 
required for line 2. 
 
Lines 3 through 18--Lines 3 through 18 provide statistical data related to the human resources of the 
HHA.  The human resources statistics are required for each of the job categories specified in lines 3 
through 18. 
 
Enter the number of hours in your normal work week. 
 
Report in column 1 the full time equivalent (FTE) employees on the HHA’s payroll.  These are staff 
for which an IRS Form W-2 is used. 
 
Report in column 2 the FTE contracted and consultant staff of the HHA. 
 
Compute staff FTEs for column 1 as follows.  Add all hours for which employees were paid and 
divide by 2080 hours.  Round to two decimal places, e.g., .04447 is rounded to .04.  Compute 
contract FTEs for column 2 as follows.  Add all hours for which contracted and consultant staff 
worked and divide by 2080 hours. 
 
If employees are paid for unused vacation, unused sick leave, etc., exclude these paid hours from the 
numerator in the calculations. 
 
Line 19--For HHA services rendered on or after January 1, 2006, geographic areas are identified as 
CBSAs.  Enter in column 1 the number of CBSAs and in column 1.01 the number of CBSAs you 
serviced during this cost reporting period (1/1/2006s). 
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